Resume:
Hao Wang
Exhibitions：
2018——International Miniature Art Exhibition in Venice, Italy.
2018—— “Image World and Colorful China" International Miniature Art
Exhibition.
2016——The ﬁfth International Exhibition for Korean, Japanese and
Chinese Artists.
2015——The fourth International Exhibition for Korean, Japanese and
Chinese Artists.
2015——Exhibition for Korean, Chinese and Japanese Representative
Writers, Taking part in 2015 Art Fairs in Busan, Korea.
2014——Chinese and Egyptian Culture and Art Exchange Exhibition.
Awards:
2007——His work《Guaqian》 was awarded with the silver prize at the
third international art exhibition.
2008—— His work 《Olympic in China》 wins the golden price at the
third international art exposition in 2008.
2009——His work 《Mother》 was awarded with the silver prize at the
third international art exhibition in 2009.
2014——His work《The Tao Way Follows Nature》 wins the excellence
award at Nanjing International Art Festival.

Psychology of creation:
My mother's pregnancy reaction was unusually strong at the initial stage
of being pregnant of me and the doctor suggested termination of
pregnancy for several times, but my mother bore unthinkable pain
doggedly for ten months and gave birth to me. How great my mother's
love to life is and I still deeply miss her even though she's dead for more
than ten years due to illness. My works mostly present the female for
giving expression to my gratitude feelings to my mother. My works are
themed by showing maternal love as well as love for life and nature.

Works instructions:
Strong primitive consciousness and naïve children's mind exist in my
works. With several kinds of painting vocabularies and self-perpetuating
denying and surpassing, I integrate Chinese traditional art and
contemporary aesthetic taste, reveal personal subjective image between
concretization and abstract at will as well as more energetically release
free will and emotional experience to realize spiritual pleasure and
express internal, instinct, frank and naive soul in the game. My works are
of originality, independence and uniqueness without replicability.

